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Introduction - Principi,,, 

'• Th. principi«  inherent In WOKCIA pyromet.llurgy, both 

• rrou, and non-ferrous, have been outlined In previous paper, 

U,   2,   3,   4) and  In patents granted  In over forty countries. 

For completeness, however.  It win b. appropriate to s^rlse 
here the essential characteristics. 

2- AU of these processes seek to maxtals. energy conserv- 

•tion and to reduce capital and operating costs by a high degree 
of integration of .fflcl.nt contlnuous unU ûpemlonSj ^ 

the c.« of „nelting,   £o take adv.nt.ge of ^ „^ ^^^ 

nature of concentrate,,  presenting a, they do a high surface are. 
for reaction with g„„,   llqulds and oth<r soUds 

J- In their application to copper production the W0I1C1.A 
concept, cecine l„ on. furMc., wlth „^ ^ camii¡ 

»ones or branches  : 

(•) 

(b) 

(c) 

4. 

• continuou» bath smelting eta*e, 

• continuou» converting stage,      and 

continuous slag cleaning by conditioning a*i ..mm,. 

*K    vn.»"" l dtPÍCtS dU»r—""»y tK. difference, between 
the UNCÍA approach to copper production «id th. traditional 

rev.rb.ratory.conv.rtar and blast furnace- converter approaches 

which involve ladle transfer of »atte between the salting furnace 

and th. conv.rtcr and a s.p.rat. tran.f.r of »revert» slag in the 
opposite direction. 

£vJr^CRA ,i- d*rlved £ro» th« ""' half of th. 
ÎSÏÏ f    V^ (H*  *' »«1) -nd C.R.A.,  th. abbrevi- 
•tion for Conxinc liotinto of totràïifiLiuû. 
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5. The spatial relationship of the different zones in a 

WORCRA smelting furnace is depicted diagrammatically in Figure 2, 

"Zonalisation" in a horizontal plane is a feature of all the 

furnace shapes. 

6. WORCRA smelting-converting is characterised by the 

following features : 

(i)    it produces metal rather than matte, directly from 

concentrates; 

(ii)   most of the exothermic oxidation reactions are generated 

and continued within the liquid bath, hence the descript- 

ion "bath" smelting; 

(iii)  the bath in the smelting and converting zones is turbulent 

and continuously flowing, the turbulence being generated 

by injection of oxygen-containing gas from lances; 

(iv)   in the converting zone, slag moves (simply under the action 

of gravity) generally countercurrent to matte and metal; 

(v)    copper-in-slag is reduced to throw-away levels as the slag 

flows through the smelting zone and slag cleaning zone; 

there is no "revert" slag nor the necessity for separate 

copper recovery treatments; 

(vi) the SO-, bearing gases generated in the smelting and con- 

verting stages combine and leave the single furnace con- 

tinuously at a rich tenor via one gas offtake. 

7.     Unlike conventional reverberatory smelting, where reactions 

between slag and matte have to take place predominantly at a single 

horizontal interface, the WORCRA process seeks by the method of 

injecting particulate solids and gases into the bath to maintain 

within the smelting and converting zones the maximum area of surface 

for reactions in the liquid phases.  The converting zone particular- 

ly is maintained in a state of vigorous turbulence with the air (or 

air-oxygen mixture) jets thoroughly stirring and dispersing slag 

and matte.  It is appropriate to describe the converting reactions 

as "dispersed phase refining". 
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8. Furthermore,  th. fact  that  the  slag is caused to move 

generally countercurrent  to matte  enables a type of hot   solvent 

extraction  to  be  achieved.     Unwanted  non-volati,e  components   in 

the matte,   particularly   iron,   are   continuously b,ing   transferred 

(after oxidation)   to  the  sia,.     Conversely and  particularly   in 

the  smelting and  slag clean-up  zones,   valuable copper   in  the  slag 

can be caused to  revert  to  the matte  phase by interaction with 
ferrous  sulphide   in the matte. 

9. In  the  separate but  connected  slag cleaning  zone,  appropri- 

ate  conditions  are  maintained and additions made  to achieve  both 

separation and settling of entrained matte and its continuous 

return,  gravitationally,   to  the  smelting zone via a backward 

»loping hearth.      It   is appropriate   to  maintain neutral   or  reducing 

conditions   in  the   slag cleaning  zone  whilst   the  smelting  zone and 

particularly  the  converting  zone,   are   of  course  strongly  oxidising. 

10. The   progressive  changes  which  occur   in the matte   stream as 

it moves  slowly  through  the  smelting  and  converting  zones  and   U 

sequentially   lanced with air or  air  enriched with oxygen  are 

indicated  in a general way  in  the  ternary diagram of Figure  3, 

Fortunately,   as  the matte  is converted  to white metal  and this  in 

turn to metal,   significant differences   in specific gravity aid in 
the separations. 

11. As  shown in Figure 4 the hearth in the converting zone 

»lopes generally downwards to an underpass through which copper 

metal passes  continuously to a »copper well».    This feature enable, 

separation of a blister grade copper equivalent in purity to that 

produced by conventional processes. 

12. Contrary to classical  theory and batchwise converting 

practice,  the production of copper takes place (continuously) 

whilst there  is a considerable quantity of matte in the  furnace. 

This is possible because of the geometry of the furnace and 
process dynamics. 
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13. At the copper tapping «nd of the converting zone the phases 

above the copper metal are an emulsion of slag and white metal 

(Cu?S). Naturally this slag is also highly oxidised.  As the slag 

moves back towards and into the smelting zone its magnetite and 

copper contents are progressively lowered.  Chemical reduction and 

"stripping" of copper is particularly marked as the hot slag mixes 

with the freshly melting matte in the circulating bath of the 

smelting zone which preferably is generally circular in shape and 

known in WORCRA parlance as the smelting "bowl". 

14. The reduction of the copper content of the slag as it flows 

slowly through the slag cleaning zone is enhanced by the addition, 

under reducing conditions, of a proportion of the concentrate feed. 

Alternatively and according co supply and cost considerations it 

can be beneficial to add other reductants such as low grade concen- 

trates or pyrites.  Coal or other solid carbonaceous materials may 

also be used for the same purpose. 

15. The furnace gases rich in SCL can be treated for waste heat 

utilization and dust recovery in conventional gas cooling and dust 

collection equipment, prior co either venting through a stack or 

treatment in a sulphuric acid plant. As the gases are low in 

oxygen content, their processing for elemental sulphur recovery could 

also be attractive as these processes, through improved technology, 

become viable. 

16. It is possible, as in the case of the furnace at Port Kembla, 

shortly to be described, to vent separately the combustion products 

from the burners used to keep the slag cleaning zone hot.  In a 

commercial scale plant these low-in-SCL gases could be used 

separately for concentrate drying or combined in a small offtake 

with the rich S0„ bearing gases from the smelting-converting zones 

and used to generate steam prior to final gas cleaning. 

17. It is generally advantageous to preheat burner cir. Th« 

way in which this is done will depend upon such factors as : 
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(b) 

(e) 

capital «nd operating cost, of the heat exchange equip- 
ment, 

the cost of coal, oil or gas fuel which would be required 

to do the same work in the smelter in question,  and 

the value of power credit derived from waste heat steam. 

18. Under certain conditions the preheating of ingoing con- 

centrates and fluxes, and also of converter air may be worthwhiie, 

depending on the unit costs associated with any one particular 

•melting situation. 

19. Concentrates may be added not only to the main smelting 

•nd slag cleaning zone but to the converter zone (where they help 

to control magnetite formation in the slag.) The principal addition 

of concentrates to the smelting "bowl" is achieved by pneumatic or 

mechanical injection at an appropriate angle to ensure not only 

that the particles penetrate into the liquid but also to aid in 

the continuous circulation of the matte and slag in the "bowl". 

20.    It is necessary to maintain steady state conditions in the 

•melting and converting zones with appropriate temperature and 

composition gradients.  The furnace should be designed to facilitate 

the maintenance of these gradients, not only horizontally but 

vertically as well, and particularly at the deeper copper tapping 

end.  There^the vertical temperature differential may be between 

75 and 100°C.  The nearer the bottom approaches the freezing point 

of copper the lower will be the sulphur content of metal flowing 

via the underpass to the copper "well" (see left hand end of 

rigure 4.) Naturally, however, the temperature of the copper con- 

tinuously collecting in the deep end of this zone must be maintained 

at a high enough level to ensure that freezing of the underpass 

does not occur. As a general rule the metal tapped and cast from 

the copper well carries between 0.6-0.9X sulphur. The sulphur can 

be reduced to any de.ired level by top Uncing with air or oxygen 

in an auxiliary holding furnace ahead of anode casting. 
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Possible Furnace Shapes 

21. The  straight   line  form shown In Figures  2 and 4 Is the 

simplest  furnace  arrangement  with the converter zone and the  slag 

cleaning  zone  connected on opposite   sides  of  a more or   less  circular 

smelting "bowl".     The   straight   line WORCRA  furnace  can be   made 

either  stationary,   like  a   reverberatory   furnace,   or  tiltable   like 

a Peirce-Smith  converter.      In  the   latter  case   the   converting  air 

can be   iniected   through   lances  or a  sequence  of   tuyeres,  much   like 

a conventional   converter,   but   in  the   fixed  type   the  oxvgen-contain- 

ing gases  are  preferably   introduced   into  the   bath  through   lances 

which may  enter   the   furnace   through either   the   roof   or  the  walls. 

22. One   of   the   early WORCRA  tilting   straight   line  pilot 

furnaces  built  at   the  end of   19b 3   is  shown   in  Figure   ">.     Furnaces 

with an  1 ,   Z  or  U   shape  and  even  with a  complete  annulus   for  the 

smelting-region  have  also been  tested with   satisfactory  results 

The U-shaped   form,   to  be  described   in  the  next   section,   has   some 

advantages  where  a   limited  site   is  available   for  the   smelter. 

However,   unless  a   long connection   is  provided  between  the   smelter 

"bowl"  and  the   slag  cleaning   zone,   this   shape  does   limit   lancing 

operations   to  the   roof  and one   side  of  the  converter  zone.     The 

working  space   in  tht  centre  "isle"  can also  get  unpleasantly  warm. 

23. Where   it   is desired  to   introduce  a "waist" or "restriction" 

in a furnace  this  can be done with refractory  or by "banking" 

technology,  using concentrates and/or siliceous  flux to build and 

maintain the banks. 

Pilot Plant Trials - Cockle Creek 

24. The first experimental evaluation of W0RC1A concept« took 

place in early 1963 with lead concentrates at Cockle Creek, New 

South Wales, at the works of Sulphide Corporation Pty. Limited, a 

subsidiary of Conzinc Riotinto of Australia Limited. These tests 

were sufficiently encouraging to justify trials with other metals 

at the  same works  in the  latter part of  1963.     The first run with 
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coppar concentrate, took pl.c.  in a sm.ll   .traight line  furnace 

in Ut. September of that year.     The product  was a mixture  of 

white metal   (C^S) and copper and  it was   immediately apparent 

that  if the   furnace could be  enlarged and  a greater degree  of 

zoning  introduced,  there  was  good prospect  of  producing copper 

continuous.y while concentrates were being   introduced continuously 
in another  zone. 

25. As mentioned above,   various  furnace   shapes were  tried and 

»uccess was  achieved with practically .11  of  them.    They were   lined 

with dense  chrome-magne s i te  bricks.     Late   in   1964  it was decided 

to build a  U-shaped furnace  at  Cockle  Creek  with  a capacity  of 

six tons  of   concentrates  or   1.3-1.5  tons  of   copper per day  depend- 

ing on the   concentrate  grade.     Over  the  next   three and a half  years 

the U-shaped   frrnace was  operated with  four  different  concentrates 

in twelve  campaigns,  each  of   between two and   seven weeks  duration, 

•«gr.gating   52 weeks of  three  shift  per day  operation.     The   feed   ' 

concentrates   ranged in copper  content  from   18   to  25% and had 

sulphur  levels  from 24  to   35%. 

26. There   is every  indication that the  process can be applied 

to the full   range of sulphide  concentrates which are smelted  In 

other existing processes.     This   is perhaps what   should be expected 

because WX>*CRA chemistry  for copper smelting-converting   is basically 

the same as   in  the conventional  processes.     The  differences  between 

the processes  are more  in  the way the chemistry   is made  to work. 

Physically  the  smelter bowl   serves  functions   similar to the  rever- 

beratory furnace,  the converter zone to the  batch converter and 

the slag cleaning zone to the  forehear.h used with copper blast 

furnaces.     The  slag cleaning  is however effected  in one and the 

same fumac« as the smelting and converting.     The excess heat 

UWat.d in th. b.th by th. oxidation of iron and sulphur is 

i«.diat.ly available to help mit inco«ing concentrées and flux. 
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27. Vith each of th« four Australian concentrates tested it 

M»« found possible to produce copper within the range 98.2-99.5% 

metal, depending on the degree of extra oxidation of the residual 

sulphur which was effected in the copper well at the end of the 

converter branch. 

28. Recovery of gold and silver was found to be comparable 

to that in conventional practice.  The elimination of volatilisabU 

metals like lead, zinc, antimony and arsenic was as good as or 

slightly better than in conventional batch processes.  The evolution 

of most of these elements takes place mainly at the beginning and 

end of the WORCRA stnelting-converting operation. A large proportion 

come off as the finely particulate concentrates are jetted into the 

turbulent circulating bath in the smelting bowl. Further elimin- 

ation of impurities, particularly of residual bismuth, can be 

achieved by oxidising in a holding furnace ahead of anode casting. 

29. Dust carryover with furnace gases was in the range 2-5X. 

In the Cockle Creek pilot plant the dust and fume were collected 

in a hot cyclone and wash tower in series. 

30. Slag compositions were generally similar to those generated 

in reverberatory practice i.e. SiCL 30-38%, FeO 40-50%, CaO 2-8%. 

Copper in slag levels during steady state conditions ranged between 

0.3-0.5%, the lower values being achieved when pyrites were added 

to the slag cleaning zone while the 0.4-0.5% levels were achieved 

with concentrates added as the "washing" agent. 

31. Lancing air was blown in at similar pressures to those 

•«ployed in conventional converting practice, i.e. 14-18 p.a.l.g. 

Oxidation efficiencies were high, usually between 95-110% of 

theoretical. Clearly the values over 100% were achieved with 

adventitious air entering through sampling ports and other ««all 

viewing holes in the smelting bowl and converter zone. 

32. When air ingress was controlled, S02 levels in the furnace 

gases ranged between 9-12% depending on the sulphur content of the 

feed concentrates. 
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33.    Th. r.,ult, with the small plIot pUnt, „ ^^  ^ 

«re so encouraging th« it was decided late in >%7 to construct 

. «ger test furnace.  The ready co-operation of the Electrolytic 
tofimn, and Smeltin, Company of Australia Ltd. (E.R. ,  s , was 

given for a "seml-co^ercia," furnace to be bui.t by Conzinc 

«.tinto of Australia Lifted in their works at Port Ke.bla, 

~ out Wales.  Because of the satisfactory experience with the 

«-I Pilot furnace at Cockle Creek it was decided to build a U- 

.h.p.d furnace with two gas offtakes - the •in one at the end of 
th. converter .one and a m„„ offtake ln ^  ^ ^  ^ 

t"! ZOne-   thr0U8h WMCh l0W S°2 "•»«* *«.. could be taken 
to th* rotary drum type concentrate drier. 

3*.    This seml-conwrcial plant was designed with a number of 

f«ture, to permit assessment of .It.rn.tlv. materials handling .„d 

t~   ins systems with a view to optimising the design before scaling 
up to commercial installations. 

35. Figure 6 show, . p,.n view of th. Port Kembla furnace and 

•Photograph of the furnace taken during construction is shown in 
«tur. . A photograph t.k.n from „ somewhlt ,,,,„„ ^^ 

caution i, shown in rigur. 8. The only crane used in the smelt.r 
building 1§ . Ught Mnorall typt  to transfer a  JMII       ^ 

th. c„nc.ntr.t.s and flu, to hopper, which feed "banks" on th. 
-.Itln, bowl and conv.rt.r xon.. A b.lt f«d„ would proba 
b. pr.f.r.bl. for thl. ^ ln . ,„gtr c<<nIlerclal ^^ 

3*.    rrovl.ion i, „..j. t„  „^ eonMntrjltM ^  ^ ^ 

•Ittar pn.u»tlc tub... «ch.nic.1 .U„g.r or .„„, chut„... , 

«- be t.pp.d contimi.!, .ith.r into .hallow ladle, „r lnto . 
ar.nul.tin. ,.und.r. Coppr „ t.pp#d from the coppir ^ ^ 

r.«ulr.d into c.t iron mould, which hold Ju.t over 3,500 lb. of 

-t.l. Ngur. 9 show. . tvpid 8 hour .hlft production of copp.r. 

Th. ,tr.» of copp.r flowing from th. copp.r «11 can be „en i„ 

the background to th. l.ft 0f th. word »VWC*A». Th. ,W ,tr.. 
"inning continuous (r<m  th. .,., „,, lnt0 ^ ttml 

i« »hown in Tigutm  10. 
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37. The Port  Kembla furrace was  commissioned  in  late July,   1968 

and operated on copper continuously  till   the middle of June,   1969, 

except   for a  break  of  approximately   six weeks   in   late   1968  until 

early   1969  when   it   was   used,   with  promising   results,   to  smelt   a 

quantity   of   nickel   concentrates.     During   the   r>0  weeks   campaign   it 

was amply  demonstrated   that   the   process   worked  on   the   larger   scale 

and that   the   furnace   itself  had  capacity   to  treat  more   than   the 

original   design   feed   rate   of   11   tons   of   concentrates   per day 

(equivalent   to  approximately   6,000   tons   of  copper  per  annum.) 

Unfortunately,   a   number  of deficiencies   in  both  the   feed  systems 

and the   gas  handling  and  cleaning  equipment   became  apparent   after 

the  first   few months  of   operation  and   it   was  decided   to  shut   the 

furnace  down   in   June,   1969,   and modify  both  systems.     Opportunity 

was  taken to  carry  out   some  brick work modifications  and  repairs. 

38. The   furnace was  brought  back  on   line  again  in mid September, 

1969,  and   immediately   responded  to  the   improved  feeding and  gas 

handling  systems.     Feed   rates  up  to   r)0% greater  than  the  original 

design   rating of   H   long  tons   per day   (t.p.d.)  have  been achieved 

over periods  of   several   days  at  a  time  and   low copper   in  slags, 

below 0.5%,   have   been  sustained  for  considerable  periods. 

39. After nine months operation in Campaign No. 2, the furnace 

was again shut down to effect some further changes and repairs and 

in particular to permit roof lancing as well as side-wall lancing. 

Campaign No.   3  is now well  under way. 

40. Dense  chrome-magnes i te  refractories have withstood  furnace 

conditions  in most  regions.     Accumulating experience has enabled 

us to develop designs  for water and air cooling of certain parts 

of the  furnace  structure which are  subject  to considerable  splash 

and washing action by matte and slag.     Naturally some  problems have 

been encountered but  steady progress   is  being made  towards  the 

objective of a furnace  capable  of withstanding operations for 

several  years without a major  shut-down. 
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on   t.p.d.  the total fue,  reculants are of the saTO order 

«  in large  scale „et   charge  reverberatory  salting.     ^ere „e 

»rong Lndications  that as the  throughput   Increases  and as operators 

«air, .ore experience with burner control,   fuel   reculants win 

drop  Significantly,     m  any case,   In  larger correla.  WORCRA 

furnaces with a greater vol«  to  surface   ratio,   the  overall   fuel 

requirements  should be  appreciably  less and promlse  to be of  the 

order of 50  to 60*  that   of reverberatory  reculants  for a 
corresponding production rating. 

xl       H1'" SUPPUmental  "W U-d '» «»  -Hing-converting 
r;" COnSUmPtÌOn "" »' considerably reduced.    Siting beles 

:: :TOUS
 

and adduions °f c°°unts "* - •«* - <- copper may become necessarv      TV,« / necessary.     The oxygen used need not be at  the 
high purities and pressures  required  in steel  plants. 

43. Depending on the   sulphur levels in   thp  f«,n K levéis in   the  feed concentrates 
and with air only used  for lancine    sn *an       •     c K . lancing,   SO tenor in furnace gases  is 

ween      and 1„ with between 0.5 and «  free oxygen.     Rurally, 

S02 tenors are produced when supplente! oxygen is employed. 

t. V    J!" r the CiSe  ln the """" PUot fu•" •' Cockle 
Cr«k,  th. b.st ov.,.ll „etallurgical results have been achieved 
«h.n .t..dy high feed „tes are Mlntfllned.     Uslng . bath 

tZ I NOranda Mln" Ud-  "* br^ht   " - "-ntion by that 

«pi.- the b.th sl.g .t virlous poJltlons  ^^ ^ ß 

in Figure 6.)    Th. r..ultJ lncluded ln 1-|>u x ^ ^ d 

«c.. b.twe.„ th. d.grM of ,Ug cleanlng wlth reapect to 

. ' iL ; r,*1'11- p•rlo,l, of ,t,ady •*•*• °p"*"»n - •"•* • P..1- of r.Utiv.ly lo„ fetd m, .„, ov„.oxld.tlon of 

th. conv.rt.r «on. „«I «Mitin» bo»!. * 
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(b) 

Table  1 

Some Typical Slag Copper and Magnetite Values 
in Different Furnace  Positions during 

steady state conditions with high feed rate 

non steady state conditions with low feed rate 

(a)  Steady State    (b) Non Steady State 

% Cu % Fe304 % Cu *FeA 
A. Copper end of 

Converter Zone 11.0 24 12+ 304 

B. Smelter Bowl 4.0 16 6.4 30 

C. Entry to Slag 
Cleaning Zone 2.2 8 3.1 20 

D. Before Weir in 
Slag Cleaning 
Zone 0.79 2 nd. 3 

E. Slag Well 0.32 1 0.81 2 

45. The above data were obtained while the furnace was operating 

on concentrates which analysed : 

Copper 23.7% 

Iron 30.6% 

Sulphur 32.91 

Zinc 5.0% 

Lead 2.2% 

Silica 3.7% 

46. In general, the metallurgical performance of the larger 

Port Kembla furnace has been similar to that reported upon briefly 

in the previous section of this paper and in reference 2. 

Atmospheric Pollution Implications 

47. Considerable attention is now rightly being given throughout 

the world  to reducing atmospheric pollution from smelting plants of 

all kinds.     The predominant copper smelting process,  comprising 

reverberatory smelting followed by converting presents difficulties 

in this regard. 
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«.    A, i. «a known the sulphur dloxlde contmt 
he reverberator, furnace rarely .^ ^   TO • 

0 :
SUltaU f0r any eCOn0mlC SUlPhUr « -1'*»1« «" re- process.  Recover of sulphur, in the fo„ Qf J 

gases produced by the roasMn. „f 
in ,•«, •  , C0PPer con«nc«tes is practical 
7 lnStanCeS bUt *•* f- '«. than „alf of the total 

» Phur content of the feed materials.  Sulphuric acid manufacture 

using copper converter gases is practised but this also presets 

.«. «Hmcultie. resulting from the comparatively ,o„ s ¿ cone en- 

r^ons and their severe fluctuation during the converter operati, 
cycle.  The total volume of gas prüduced frora a converter ^ 

invariably subject to dilution around the converter hood and it is 

rare v possible to treat the „hole of the gas. As a consequence, 

va i ble ouantUies must be discharged to atmosphere as a «ans of 

-. nt.«un, adente concentration at the entrance to the suiphuric 
acid plant, typically in the region of 5% SO   Thl.   K, 
all.vi-i-.j • 2'  hls Problem can be 
alleviated m cases of multiple converter operation. 

M.    The WORCRA process, along with fiash smelting and to a 

esser extent calcine-fed reverberatory furnace operation, is able 

WORI ' Sl8:lflCant COntrlbUtl0n '" «»"""on control.  In the 
WORCRA case, ho„ever, the furnace delivers a stead, stream of gas, 

whxch „t alr „my used for lancing contains approximately 10» so,. 

Une level is naturally higher still if i»n~t .  . 2 
y      8 r Stlii if lancing air is enriched 

with oxygen.) 

50.    Being 0f hlgh concentration, the gas volume per unit of 

contained sulphur i. relatively small and economies can be achieved 

in the capital and operating cost 0f gas cleanlng and purlflcatlon 

equipment within .„oci.ted sulphuric acid plants. Although develop- 

ment work on method, of cleaning gases from the WORCRA process has 

yet to be carried out in detail, it is believed that there „ill be 

no special problem, and that apparatus normally applied to metal- 

lurgical gas cleaning „ould also be suitable for WORCRA smelter gas. 

•>ue to the nature of the conditions within the furnace, it is 

expected that the .olid, content of the g., „U1 be low. Pilot plant 
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observations indicate that for normal types of copper concentrate 

with normal Pb, Zn content and containing other minor elements 

which give rise to volatile compounds, the total solids content 

of gas emission from the WORCRA furnace would be in the range 

2 to 6% of the weight of feed material. 

51.    Ar the atmosphere in the WORCRA smelting furnace above 

the reacting bath is at a relatively low oxidising level, the off- 

gases contain 1 to 2%  free oxygen and therefore require dilution 

if the contact sulphuric acid process is to be used for conversion 

of the contained S02 to sulphuric acid. However, dilution may be 

conveniently carried out  after purification but before the drying 

stage of the acid plant unit.  Depending on the quantity of fuel 

necessary to maintain adequate temperature in the WORCRA furnace, 

the gases will contain a small percentage of C02, which apart from 

its dilution effect, would not adversely affect the operation of 

the contact sulphuric acid process. 

52.    The nature of the gas from the WORCRA furnace makes it 

suitable for alternative methods of sulphur recovery other than 

the production of sulphuric acid.  With the increased pressure on 

industry for removal of sulphur from gases prior to discharge to 

atmosphere, and the possible development of an economic process 

for recovery of elemental sulphur, the relatively low oxygen 

content of WORCRA furnace gases will constitute a distinct advant- 

age over most other metallurgical roasting and smelting gases in 

which oxygen content is necessarily at a higher level.  This factor 

would also apply in cases where the production of liquid SO is 

contemplated.  It can be foreseen that as the controls on sulphur 

emission levels are tightened and gas processing becomes more 

widely practised, the high recovery and tenor of sulphur in gases 

from the WORCRA furnace will enable smelters using the process to 

recover sulphur with profit, or offset to a large degree the costs 

of gas treatment for sulphur removal. 
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Conclusion 

53.    The metallurgy of the WORCRA process for 
smelting-convertin. of Process for continuous direct 

8 converting of copper concentrates has been well est„hi• u  , 
at small and lar^P nii«i-   i established 

no large pilot scale.  However, before f„ii 
isation takes place  anH   ,.  , commercial- 

piace, and particularly in develnninr -elop_ , required on the engijeH ::;r : z ::: more 
maximum potential nf ^j. u- L . ve lhe 

P  ential of this high intensity operation 

~. ~M~ ;rs :ri ;;a:r ~
ciai d— °f - -.coo tons of COPPer P: ::: ai:: :;:ivr -20,000 and 

hand for such a develops. *" ^"^ ln 

55-    The foreseen advantage-* of »-»,4 

established technology are ^^ " C°mPared Wl* 

(i) 

(Ü) 

(ill) 

(iv) 

(v) 

56. 

lower capita cost . .„.^ tQ ^ ^ 

lower than reverberator 
capacity,- " "        ""'" PUntS °f sim11« 

lower operate cost>  the extent „f ^ 

r,r r:;1-and —-• — 
;„7icaUy viabu -i-»' «•i throughputs, possibly 

flc.ent recovery of the sulphur by.p.oduct ,„ . 
ous emission of hlgh S02 gas  u is       ^ 
he sUlphm. win be recoverabie apart from the 

-.11 quantity contained in the product copper and the 

LTT?0£ (iv)-the process offers * bi* —«• toward, reductlon of alr poUution     nii couid TO1I ta ^ 

luì;:::important contributi<• - ~—>-. 
It is «ticipafd »I« copp« recoveries „m be at l...t 
*»   in   COnVAnt-lnn.1    -  « high a« in convention«! process... 
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"Ptvloptnu In WPRCRA» r^. Stltlng-r^. ,|W 

by 

Dr. Howard K. Worner 

Australia 

SUEMARY 

In th.ir application to copper production th. WO.CRA concept, 
combine in one fumj.ro *,t+u 
or branche, : eP"ate ** «•^<*  -., 

<•)    a continuous bath smelting stage, 

«>>    a continuous converting stage,  and 

<«>    continuous slag cleaning by conditioning and ,.ttUng. 

"Zon.Us.tlon" in . horlzontal pUne ^ # ^^ ^ ^ 

furnace shapes. 

f!aRre,SmeltÌn8"COnVertÌn8 ÌS CharaCttriMd *  tl- following 

(i) 

(ii) 

(lii) 

(iv) 

it produces metal rather than matta, directly from 
concentrates; 

-.t of the exothermic oxidation r..ction. .r. generatad 

andcontinued „Ithin th. ilouid bath, hanc. the de.cription 
bath" smelting; 

the bath in the smelting and converting «ones is turbulent 

«nd continuously flowing, the turbulence being generated 

by injection of oxygen-containing gas from lances; 

in the converting zone, slag moves (simply under the 

•ction of gravity) generally countercurrent to matte 
«nd metal; 

The name WORCRA i. derived from the first part of the 
ÍSE ?* V"0? (H- K- USINER) and C.I. A. AS abbrevi, 
•tion for Cornine Riotinto of AustraUa-Umitîd 
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(v)    copper-in-slag is reduced to throw-away levels as the 

slag flows through the smelting zone and slag cleaning 

zone;  there is no "revert" slag nor the necessity for 

separate copper recovery treatments; 

(vl)   the SO bearing gases generated in the smelting and 

converting stages combine and leave the single furnace 

continuously at a rich tenor via one gas offtake. 

Contrary to classical theory and batchwise converting practice, 

the production of copper takes place (continuously) whilst th«r« 

is a considerable quantity of matte in the furnace. This is 

possible because of the geometry of the furnace and process dynamics, 

Experience with Semi-Commercial Furnace 

After nearly four years of pilot scale work at Sulphide Corporation 

Pty. Limited, Cockle Creek, New South Wales a decision was taken 

by Conzinc Riotinto of Australia Limited in the latter part of 1967 

to build a semi-commercial WORCRA furnace at the works of t.ie 

Electrolytic Refining and Smelting Company of Australia Ltd. 

(E.R. & S.) at Port Kembla, New South Wales.  This furnace is U- 

shaped and has a nominal capacity of 3 tons concentrates per hour. 

This semi-commercial plant was designed with a number of features 

to permit assessment of alternative materials handling and feeding 

systems with a view to optimising the design before scaling up to 

commercial installations. 

The Port Kembla furnace was commissioned in late July, 1968, and 

operated on copper continuously till the middle of June, 1969, 

•xcept for a break of approximately six weeks in late 1968 until 

early 1969 when it was used, with promising results, to smelt a 

quantity of nickel concentrates. During the 50 weeks campaign it 

was amply demonstrated that the process worked on the larger scale 

and that the furnace itself had capacity to treat more than the 
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•ri. » design f„d r.t. of n ìont  tons of £oncfntratii 

equivalent to approximately 6,000 tonj of copper per ^^ 

sfortunate,,,, a number of deficiencies in both the an ^ 
systems and the gas Handling and cleanlng       ^ became 
iter the flrit few mon,hs of operatlon and it was decided *> 

Z Zn71down ir June-1969 and modlfv both s~- oppo«-"- Ity wa, taken t0 carry out some brlck work modlflcatlons and repaics 

».  furnace was brought  back on  Une again  in mld September-   „M 

!v temTdlr? re,POnded  t0  the  lmPrOVed  f"dlng and *" "»è •y    em,.     Feed „tes up to  50* greater than the  orignal  design 
»t «. of  72   lo„g  ton, per day  (t.p.d.> _ _ ^^ J 

periods  of  several  davs »t   a  t í¡m„       j  , 
0 w    h        . W COPp€r ln ""6S. below 
O.K.  have been sustained   for considerable periods. 

After nine month,  operation in C^paign No.   2  lh.  (urMc. ^ 

.hut down to effect so•  further changes and repair, a„d ln 

particular to permit roof  ,.„cing as wll „ adt^H 

Campaign No.  3 is now well under way. 

D.n„ •.gn. lt..chrMM Iífractori„ hav, wlthito<Ki furMci co 

L7      ",    7''    ACa•Utln* "V• - -»led development „, 
• sign, aimed at long furnace  life and inching water and air cool- 

ing of certain part, of the furnace structure which are subject to 

considerable splash and washing action by .atte and ,lig.    „.tur.ll. 

»orne Problem have been encountered but steady progress i, being 

— towards the objective of a furnace capable of withstanding 

operation, for „v.r.l year, without a major shut-down. 

With It. pr...„t concentrate throughput averaging .bout 80 ion, 

•P.d.  th. total fu.1  requirement, are of the ,„* order a, in 

Urge ,cal. wet charge r.v.rber.tory .melting.    A, the throughput 
increa«,  fuel  requlreMnt,  „.,  ^ .,    ^ ^ 
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Naturally,   in larger commercial WOKCRA furnaces with a greater 

vol urn« to  surface ratio,  the overall fuel   retirements will  be 

appreciably  less and promise  to be of the  order of  50 to 601 

that of  reverberatory requirements for a corresponding production 

rating. 

With the use of supplemental  oxygen in the  smelting-converting 

tones oil  consumption can be  considerably  reduced.    Smelting becomes 

almost autogenous and additions of coolants such as  scrap and cement 

copper may become necessary.     The oxygen used need not be at the 

high purities and pressures  required in steel  plants. 

Depending on the sulphur  level  in the feed concentrates and with 

air only used for lancing,  S02 tenor in furnace gases is between 

9 and 12% with between 0.5 and 2% free oxygen.    Naturally,   richer 

S02 tenors are produced whan supplemental  oxygen is employed. 

Summary Cone lut ions 

The metallurgy of the WOtClA process for continuous direct 

•melting-converting of copper concentrates has been well established 

at small  and large pilot scale.    However,  before full commercialis- 

ation takes place, and particularly in developing countries, more 

development  is required on the engineering side to achieve  the 

maximum potential of this high intensity operation. 

Tha next  logical step in the commercial development of this procast 

would preferably be a plant producing between 20,000 and 30,000 tont 

of copper par annum.    Negotiations are currently in hand for such 

Ti* forato«« advantaaet of this process *a with ettabllthod 
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(i) 

(a) 

dû) 

(iv) 

l~r «pU.l co.t - .„,.«.„ t0 ta ln tht M 

*W *. r.v.rb.r.tory . converter pUnts of simiur 

£"»"•""« et.   the extent  of   the  sav,„g depen<Jing 
-P«n lo«, «-dit,». and particularly on fM 

•na  labour costs; 

•ic.ny v,able at lowerannual throughputs> 

1- th. range ,0.000 to 20,000 ton. of copper per annum¡ 

Z!rr°very ot the suiphur by-product i" « -ti». cu. .m „,on ot  hlgh So2 gas       It  u ^ 

».  »ulphur wi„  b£  recoveraM. .part  from the  reu 

-.11 ««ntlty contained ,„ lh. product copper an<J 

• lag; 

ILL7T7of (lv)'th*proc'"offers •bi« "d•« t«.rd. r.ductlon of .Ir pollution.    TM, could „„ „ 
o« of th. ...» i^.« co„trlbutlon, of 

pyromatallurgy. pp^ 

It I. anticipat.d that copp.r r.COViri„ W1U ^ at 

•• In conventional proct«««.. •" 

(v) 
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?_t.çoCkle ¿.s? ;is:/."i.',.-f.-*c«A Pllot furn8ce 
196k. Australia   in   1 tested 

•*•   1963   and   early 

Photo^r.ph  of Ü.Sh«p-d  VOftruA , 
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'MM  HI 

»I» 

Figure 8 

View of top floor of WORCRA furnace at Port Kemb]a showing 
hoppers which feed the chutes used for building banks in the 
converting branch.  The main gas offtake from the converter 
branch can be seen in the upper left of the photograph 

Figur«   Q 

Copper   "cakes"  each  weighing approximately  3.500  lb.   tapped 
SnSrSf i"       hOUr Perlod from th«   copper well   of the  Port  Kembli 
WUKI,HA furnace.     The   stream of copper flowing   into   a   cast   iron 
•ould can  be  seen   in   the rear  to   the  left  of  the word   »WORCRA". 
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81a* flowing continuously fro« th« Port K..hi. WADPI* 
fur«.c. into th. »r.nul.tin* l.unS.r? * 
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